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Success as a day trader will only come to 10 percent of those who try. It's important to understand

why most traders fail so that you can avoid those mistakes. The day traders who lose money in the

market are losing because of a failure to either choose the right stocks, manage risk, and find

proper entries or follow the rules of a proven strategy. In this book, I will teach you trading

techniques that I personally use to profit from the market. Before diving into the trading strategies,

we will first build your foundation for success as a trader by discussing the two most important skills

you can possess. I like to say that a day trader is two things: a hunter of volatility and a manager of

risk. I'll explain how to find predictable volatility and how to manage your risk so you can make

money and be right only 50 percent of the time. We turn the tables by putting the odds for success

in your favor. By picking up this book, you show dedication to improve your trading. This by itself

sets you apart from the majority of beginner traders.
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Ultimately the book sounds more like an infomercial than anything else.You might be able to pick an

idea or two, and see how to develop them with your set of tools or in your own strategies, but

basically if you are already trading, you are not the primary target audience of this book.This book is

more for wanna be traders looking for an ... "Entry Point". And they are in luck because Ross

Cameron is offering a 1.000 - 5.000 $ courses. Actually I have no problem with that, but in this case

the book and its title are clearly misleading, because you will not learn how to day trade, but you will



learn that there is an "effective course" (!) that can (might) teach you how to.Most of the content of

the book is in free access on the author's site...Well, you know what?...On second thought this is

absolutely an infomercial.

A very solid and in depth look at the business of day trading. Strongly suggest that if you are looking

at getting into this you start here. Education is key and the more you learn before you start the more

you can save in early trading losses. Remember bulls make money, bears make money pigs and

sheep get slaughtered. Very well written, informative and yet easy to understand. I will definitely use

some of the ideas learned here in my daily trading

I started actively day trading in October this year (2015) using the techniques I learned from Ross

Cameron and joining his online chat room where he shares his desktop and walks/talks you through

all the trades he's executing through out the day and further more explains why he's taking a trade

or why he won't and everything in between. I read several books prior to live trading and educated

myself with every tool/video/article I could find on the internet. Since I started trading/learning with

Ross I have made over $6,000 in profit in 1.5 months...and that's trading about 3 times a week

maximum from 9:30 am through noon. Ross is extremely down to earth, easy to understand, and

has many tools available to help you succeed in day trading. I highly recommend buying this book,

checking out his website, and watching all of his videos on YouTube. Everyday he posts a mid day

market recap video that goes over the trades of the day and explains all the nuts and bolts that

made the trades run.

Gives u all the basics you need to navigate in the stock market and breaks it down In a simple way.

Ross is a great educator and he definitely practices what he preaches. This book contains

everything he talks about and practices day in and day out in his chat room. I will be re-reading this

book many times, I am sure, on my journey to becoming a successful trader.Ross runs a great

chatroom with three knowledgeable instructors and hundreds of encouraging traders. I've been

learning to trade for a few months now and I find this environment very supportive with no weirdness

or ego (unlike some other experiences in trading I've come across). What I have learned is that

trading takes a long time to learn how to do consistently well. With the help of this book and this

community I know I will be successful in due course.



Excellent book, yes it mentions his other products but why not? The book is clearly written and well

organized and covers all the bases. Highly recommended. Even if you have experience trading

stocks, the strategies and indicators for day trading are totally different, well worth your time to read.

Ross knows what he's talking about. He's one of the best traders out there. Just check out his track

record. If you apply what you learn from this book, you'll be far ahead of the rest of the people

jumping in and trying to make a quick buck. It's more of a marathon than a sprint and Ross is one of

the best coaches out there.

I've read quite a few books and watched many DVD's on day trading. Most of them are really great

but where they were lacking were teaching specific setups for the market open, when the volatility is

really going crazy!This book covers that very topic and equipped me with setups I truly needed. I

HIGHLY HIGHLY recommend that you check out the warrior trading chatroom with Ross as it is not

only an enjoyable and educational environment but, unlike other chat rooms, Ross is screen sharing

and has a web cam feed so you can hear his thoughts in real time.. which is obviously just that little

bit better than typed / text alerts.Really enjoyed it!
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